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Our success comes from our employees! 

YCE was founded in 2009 as a spin-off of the technical department of a major shipyard. Being a 

specialist in the composite industry our main focus has always been the rotor of the wind tower 

generators; in the meanwhile, our activity has grown to include several specialist fields in the 

maintenance of the generators. To help us achieve our goal of advancing the growth of YCE, we are 

looking for motivated people who will focus on the success of our Customers. 

BLADE ROPE ACCESS TECHNICIAN 

YCE is looking for an experienced rope access professional to develop business across Italy and 
selected European Countries.  

If you have been working in industrial rope access and confined space in Italy for more years, have 
experience running a variety of projects and are able to develop new business opportunities, we 
want to talk with you. 

We strive to maintain the highest standards of personal safety, thus a high level of Quality&HSE 
awareness is paramount. 

As a Rope Access Technician you will be expected to: 

- Perform minor and major composite repairs on a variety rotor blades 
- Perform interior and exterior rotor blade inspections  
- Complete inspection / repair reports  

Rope Access Technician must be: 

- At ease with work at heights (up to 120m)  
- Willing to travel (mostly in Italy: but other places in Europe possible)  
- Willing to take training (i.e. confined space, work at height, rope/platform access, etc.) 
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Requirements: 

- Experience in plastics technology (lamination, fibre composites etc.) 
- Experience as a WTG service technician is a plus 
- Knowledge and experience in WTG technics of different producers is a plus 
- Pronounced safety consciousness 
- Ability to work unsupervised and in a team 
- Sense of responsibility 
- Physical fitness 
- Willingness to travel 
- Full valid GWO formation is a plus 
- English skills at working proficiency, verbally and written, are a plus 
- Driver license (class BE being a plus) 
- Willingness to work across Italy and also in other Countries/Continents, where YCE has 

offices or projects 

YCE offers: 

- Excellent training and career advancement opportunities  
- Competitive wage with perks for loyal staff members  
- Living out allowance for jobs away from home  
- Opportunity to work in an amazing environment with a dynamic team 

Continual development and support 

We can provide you with interesting career opportunities and exciting development options fostering 

your career. We support your development, both personal and professional. As a responsible 

employer, we promote continuing education, the expansion of knowledge and expertise, access to 

information and the improvement of personal motivation. We involve our employees and value our 

experienced staff members. 

Take the initiative! 

If there are no roles advertised that match your profile or your career goals, please take the initiative 

and send us an application indicating your field of interest, taking in consideration our company 

goals. We will be pleased to hear from interested, motivated candidates and will carefully review 

your profile. 
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